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CSMAR Databases provides excellent services related to CSMAR® database series, such as
search, preview, download and statistical chart. By combining empirical research topics, the
module classifies the databases by research interests, so as to satisfy various research needs.
Take daily trading data of individual stock as example to show the data extract method for
CSMAR Databases
The extract steps are as below,
Select database → Select category → Browse sample → Select code → Select field → Set
condition → View result → Download data
Then we will introduce the details to you.

Step 1: Login website
Enter the website of the CSMAR Solution in the IE toolbar: http://csmar.gtadata.com , and
then input username and password. If verification is passed, you will enter the system.

Step 2: Enter the CSMAR Databases interface
On the homepage, click the link of database series in “CSMAR Databases” board to view
corresponding databases. For example, you can click “China Stock Market Series” to view
all related databases.
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Step 3: Select database
Select database, expand node, and view data category and database introduction. You can
download the user guide and search fields. We expand the node of the stock trading
database here.

Step 4: Select category
Select data category, and view the sample data from 2005 to 2006. We select “Individual
Stock Trading” node here.
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Step 5: Select code (four methods)
Click “Query” button to enter the data search interface. Then you can select the stock
codes. There are four methods (if the data category is unrelated to code, the “Select Code”
will not exist)
(1) Input code: you can manually enter stock code, and the codes can be separated by
comma, if more than one.
(2) Filter code: click “Pick” button in the right, then the “Filter Code” dialogue will pop
up. Select the needed codes and then click OK (different code types have different selection
box)
(3) Import file: select “Import”, and then you can import the codes through previously
saved code file in txt or xls formats (codes are separated by carriage return)
(4) Select all: select “All”, then you can import all codes.
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Step 6: Select Date
You can select the data range, and the default range is the time interval of database you
purchased. Different database has its specific range (if unrelated to time, the “Select Date”
box will not exist)

Step 7: Select Field
Check the checkbox before the data filed you want. There are three methods:
(1) Select codes one by one: check the checkbox
(2) Select multiple codes: left click and drag to draw a box to select a range of codes.

(3) Select all: click “All” button.
You can move the mouse pointer to the field to view its description.

Step 8: Set condition
You can set condition for selected fields (or just skip this part if not need). As for different
data type, system will upload corresponding operator. For example, for field related to date,
the corresponding selection dialog will pop up, so that you will not enter date in mistaken
format, thus decreasing the error rate.
z
z
z
z

For character-typed data, the condition should include “equal (=), unequal (!=),
including, and excluding”, and value can be inputted.
For numerical value-typed data, the condition should include “﹥, ﹥=, ﹤, ﹤=, =,
and !=”, and value can be inputted.
For date-typed data, the condition should include “=, !=, ﹥,﹤, within, and out of”,
and value of “within, and out of” should be a range.
For null condition, there are null and non-null.

The specific operation of condition setting is as below,
z
z

select data file and field, e.g. ”Daily High Price” in “Daily Stock Price & Returns”:
set the condition for the field, e.g. if you need data of all shares with the high price
above CNY 30, you should select “﹥”, input 30 in the “Value” box, and then click
“Add”, then the condition will be added, denoted as T1.
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set other conditions: e.g. you can set the trading date as ﹥2010-9-1.
change the logic relation between conditions. If you want multi-condition combination,
you can set in the “Compulsory or not” option. Compulsory condition combination is
And, while optional condition combination is Or. Compulsory is default.

Step 9: Select format of downloaded file
You can select the format for generated file. The available format includes **.dbf, **.txt, **.xls,
**.csv, **.spss, **.html, and **.xml. More formats will be successively launched according to
market needs.

In addition, you can fill in your E-mail address (you can skip this step, if not need), then the
link address of the search result page will be sent to your mail box, which will remain for 48
hours.

Step 10: Search data
After all conditions are set, click “Query” to enter the condition confirmation page. After
your confirmation, you can click “Preview” to view results, or “Download” to download
data to the local (downloaded file is compressed into ZIP format). If you want to reset the
conditions, please click “Back”.
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Step 11: View result
After click “Preview”, you will enter the result preview page, which mainly includes
download data, save proposal, operation (chart, statistics, export current page, and delete
selected rows)

Save proposal: click “Save proposal”, and enter the proposal name, so as to save the
search setting to the server for next use, including selection of code, date, field, and setting
of condition, and downloaded file. You can just directly click the proposal name in “My
Proposal” option to use the saved conditions.
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PS1. Self-defined search
Self-defined search provides self-defined combined search for related indicators of the
same financial instrument. With convenient operation, user can flexibly define the
combination of various indicators and customize the needed data.
Financial data: including stocks, funds, bonds, warrants, and bank
Economic data: covering macroeconomy, regional economy, world economy, and industry.
You can perform Self-defined search to extract data in the following two ways:
On the homepage, click the link of data type in “Self-defined search” board to enter
corresponding search interface. For example, you can click “Stock” to open the
customized search interface of stock.
Select CSMAR Database - Financial Data -Stock, to open the customized search interface of
stock.
The search steps of financial data are as following,
Select code → Select indicator → Set parameter → Convert unit → Set condition →
Extract data
The search steps of economic data are as following,
(1) Macroeconomics:
Select indicator → Set time→ Set parameter →Convert unit →Set condition →Extract
data
Set time: setting of statistical time of data, covering different frequency (annual, quarterly,
and monthly).

(2) Regional economy, world economy, and industry
Select code → Set time → Select indicator → Set parameter
condition → Extract data

→ Convert unit → Set

Select code: city code and province code in regional economy, country or region code in
world macroeconomics, and code of industry in industrial statistics.
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PS2. Chart
After user complete the search, the result will display on the page, and then user can
conduct chart statistics for the data on the page.
Chart area includes two areas: chart and chart setting. Chart area mainly displays chart result,
and chart setting area comprises various parameters, as below:
Add chart indicator: user can check the checkbox for Y-axis indicators (denoted by different
colors).
Select chart type: user can select type from the drop-down menu (Bar Chart, Line Chart, and
Pie Chart).
Set chart title: user can enter the title of chart.
Set legend: user can check the checkbox of “Show Legend”, and set the Legend Position.
Show data: user can set by checking the checkbox.
Set chart size: user can use “Zoom in” and “Zoom out” button to change the size.
Set axis grid line: user can set grid line for chart.
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PS3. Statistics
Various statistical calculations can be made on data on the page, including variance, mode,
standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis, and thus calculation analysis results can be
obtained.
The operation is as below:
(1) On the data result page, click “Mean” button (on the single-DB query result page, click
“Mean” in the drop-down menu of “Operation”)
(2) A dialog will pop up, and then you can check the calculation formula.
(3) Check the indicator, and set the decimal digits of calculation result.
(4) Click “Calculate”.
The effect chart is as below,
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